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Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6050 249 4.76 1.68 31 3/4 9 3/4 30.5 7.08 4.47 113 24

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

TE
DOB (Age)

11-10-90 (26)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Maccarone, Nick

TEAM

Philadelphia Eagles13-2nd-PHI

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Stanford (CAST)

Prospect (Last, First)

Ertz, Zach

2016- @ DAL 10/30, @ NYG 11/6, vs ATL 11/13, @ CIN 12/4, @ BAL 12/18

32
Winning %

52%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Averaged 109 targets over past two seasons ('15 & '16) Only 13 Career TD's in 4 seasons

4th year TE who has started 26 of 61 career games with only 3 games missed in career due to injury. Missed

weeks 2-3 with rib injury. 1st year under Doug Pederson’s West Coast offense, that displays a mixture of both Gap 

and Zone plays, where aligns both as a Y and F tight end. Has good height with smaller frame and displays good

athletic ability with good burst, agility, and solid balance and quickness. Shows good burst and explosiveness off

the LOS to create immediate separation when facing Off and Zone defenses and will get immediately into his

route. Displays very good mental processing and good play speed versus Zone, where he bends his routes into

soft spot of defenses on Short Hitch and Slant routes and Intermediate Post, Corner and Seam routes, with very

good ability to fight back towards QB in scramble drills Displays very good separation quickness and good play

speed vs. LB’s in all coverages and on all 3 levels of the field, where he presses their technique at the top of his

stem and uses his good agility and burst to break off his route or subtly push off to create a window for the

quarterback. Shows solid separation quickness and good play speed vs. DB/S on Short and Intermediate routes,

where he is able to sink his hips and immediately make himself available for the quarterback or use his good

ability to drop his hips and burst out of break at top of stem to create solid separation. Demonstrates very good

hands, where he shows good reliability to pluck balls in the strike zone, with ability to adjust and lay out for balls

above the strike zone or track and adjust to balls over his shoulder and good ability to go down and secure low

balls. Shows good competitive toughness in the pass and run game with a consistent motor until the whistle

blows. Displays good mental toughness in late game situations with 73% of his targets coming when his team is

tied or trailing in the game. Shows solid ability in Zone blocks to match the footspeed of defenders, with solid

footwork and hand placement to get out of his stance, engage, and angle defender away from play. Displays good

mental processing on Combo blocks to locate and engage assignment on 2nd level. In limited pass protection sets

due to his ability in the passing game, shows solid ability to mirror the speed rush off the edge from DE and 3-4

OLB. In Press, shows adequate physicality and play strength to beat physical LB’s and DB/S off the LOS and to

then win on Intermediate and Deep routes. Shows adequate ability to take the top off of defenses vs DB’s and

Safeties due to discrepancy in footspeed. Displays marginal ability to create yards after the catch due to adequate

elusiveness to make defenders miss and adequate play strength to break through arm tackles. Demonstrates

adequate play strength and ability in Zone blocks to stay engaged with defender and marginal ability on Drive,

Power, & Combo blocks to get low, leverage, and drive defenders at LOS and 2nd Level. On Gap runs, shows

marginal set points where he allows DE to get the edge with marginal hand placement to disrupt and prevent

them from getting into backfield. Struggles in pass protection versus the power rush versus DE and 3-4 OLB due

to adequate play strength and technique, playing too high and not showing ability to anchor. Starting F tight end

you win with because of his very good mental processing vs Zone defenses to create separation and execute

downfield. Creates mismatches due to his very good separation quickness vs LB’s on all 3 levels and solid

separation vs DB’s on Short to Intermediate levels. Inconsistency in run game makes him more scheme specific

two 2 tight end sets or Spread Offenses where he is not asked to block.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

61
Games Started

26
Games Won

Play Strength, Drive/Block, Yards after Catch (YAC)

PROJECTION Starting F Tight End you win with because of his very good mental processing vs Zone 

defenses to create separation and execute downfield due to his very good separation 

quickness vs LB's and solid separation quickness vs DB's. Inconsistency in run game makes 

him more scheme specific to 2 tight end sets or Spread Offenses where he is not asked to 

block.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Mental Processing, Separation Quickness vs LB's, Hands, Burst

WORST

Y/F

A 2 Tight End or Spread system that utilizes him as a F to create mismatches versus LB's on 

all 3 Levels and very good mental processing to exploit Zones.

2013- Shoulder (Week 14, No Game Missed), 2014- Knee (Week 3, No Game Missed) 

Oblique (Week 13, No Game Missed) 2015- Concussion (Weeks 12-13, Missed Week 12) Hip 

(Week 14, No Game Missed) 2016- Rib (Weeks 2-3, Missed Weeks 2-3) Hamstring (Week 

11, No Game Missed)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


